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Abstract—In this paper, autonomous performance of a small manufactured unmanned helicopter is tried to be increased. For this purpose, a small unmanned helicopter is manufactured in Erciyes University, Faculty of Aeronautics and Astronautics. It is called as ZANKA-Heli-I. For performance maximization, autopilot parameters are determined via minimizing a cost function consisting of flight performance parameters such as settling time, rise time, overshoot during trajectory tracking. For this purpose, a stochastic optimization method named as simultaneous perturbation stochastic approximation is benefited. Using this approach, considerable autonomous performance increase (around %23) is obtained.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For the prior four and five decades Unmanned Air Vehicles (UAVs) have been extensively promoted for military operations as well in commercial applications because of their many advantages with respect to the manned vehicles. Some of these benefits are low cost for manufacturing and operating, flexibility in configuration depending on customer demand and also not risking the pilot’s life on hard missions.

UAVs have been applied for electricity companies, fire services and forestry, fisheries, gas and oil supply companies, aerial photography, agriculture, coast guard, conservation, customs and excise, etc. with civilian purposes [1]. They have also been used for military assignments. For instance, they have been used during shadowing enemy fleets, decaying missiles by the emission of artificial signatures, protection of ports from offshore attack for navy, reconnaissance, surveillance of enemy activity, monitoring of nuclear, biological or chemical NBC contamination, location and destruction of land mines for army and long-range, high-altitude surveillance, radar system jamming and destruction, airfield base security, airfield damage assessment for air force.

For more UAV applications [1]. In order to achieve mentioned tasks, the rotorcraft-based unmanned aerial vehicles (RUAVs) need to have a confident level of autonomy to withstand its tasks but also blade dynamics modes which are critical for autonomy and also not risking the pilot’s life on hard missions.

II. HELICOPTER MODELS

In this paper, autonomous performance of a small manufactured unmanned helicopter is tried to be increased. For this purpose, a small unmanned helicopter is manufactured in Erciyes University, Faculty of Aeronautics and Astronautics. It is called as ZANKA-Heli-I. For performance maximization, autopilot parameters are determined via minimizing a cost function consisting of flight performance parameters such as settling time, rise time, overshoot during trajectory tracking. For this purpose, a stochastic optimization method named as simultaneous perturbation stochastic approximation is benefited. Using this approach, considerable autonomous performance increase (around %23) is obtained.

Fig. 1 Manufactured Helicopter UAV (i.e. ZANKA- Heli-I) (a) Upper View (b) Side View

A. Dynamic and Kinematic Equations of Fuselage

In order to find the nondimensionalized helicopter force and moment Equations (1) and (2) Newton-Euler equations were applied and found that:

\[ \frac{d}{dq} \dot{\alpha} + \dot{\beta} \dot{\gamma} \dot{\alpha} - \dot{\beta} \dot{\gamma} \dot{\alpha} = \frac{g \sin(\theta_1)}{\Omega^2 R} = \frac{X}{\Omega^2 R M_1} \]

\[ \frac{d}{dq} \dot{\beta} + \dot{\gamma} \dot{\alpha} - \dot{\beta} \dot{\gamma} \dot{\alpha} = \frac{g \cos(\theta_1) \sin(\phi_1)}{\Omega^2 R} = \frac{Y}{\Omega^2 R M_2} \]

\[ \frac{d}{dq} \dot{\gamma} - \dot{\gamma} \dot{\alpha} - \dot{\beta} \dot{\gamma} \dot{\alpha} = \frac{g \cos(\theta_1) \cos(\phi_1)}{\Omega^2 R} = \frac{Z}{\Omega^2 R M_3} \]
where the blade azimuth angle of the blade $i$ is

$$\psi_i = \psi - (\pi/2)(i-1), \quad i = 1,...,4$$

(7)

and $\Theta$ is the generic notation for any of the two angles mentioned in the above while $\Theta_0$, $\Theta_c$, $\Theta_s$, and $\Theta_d$ are collective, two cyclic and differential components, respectively.

**D. Dynamic and Aerodynamic Equations of Multi-Blades**

In order to collect helicopter model, all the components outlined above were assembled into the nonlinear equations of the helicopter dynamics. These, derived using Maple, were found in the generic implicit form

$$f(\dot{x}, x, u) = 0$$

(8)

where $x$ is the nonlinear state vector comprising the fuselage states (i.e. linear and angular velocities, Euler angles) and blade states (i.e. flapping and lead-lagging states), and $u$ is the nonlinear control vector comprising two cyclic and a collective control for the main rotor and tail rotor force. For control design, the nonlinear models were linearized around several trim conditions. In Figs. 2-3, flight dynamics modes and flapping modes of ZANKA-Heli-I are given respectively. In Table I, data of ZANKA-Heli-I is summarized. In (12)-(15), state-space models for specific flight conditions are given.

**Table I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Units Symbols</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main rotor radius</td>
<td>m, R</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main rotor chord</td>
<td>m, c</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helicopter mass</td>
<td>kg, M</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitching moment of inertia</td>
<td>kg, m$^2$, $I_{yy}$</td>
<td>3.8494*10$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yawing moment of inertia</td>
<td>kg, m$^2$, $I_{zz}$</td>
<td>3.8844*10$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolling moment of inertia</td>
<td>kg, m$^2$, $I_{xx}$</td>
<td>9.3551*10$^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main rotor blade lift curve slope</td>
<td>$[\ldots, \alpha_0]$</td>
<td>5.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(9)

$$x = Ax + Bu, \quad y = Cx + Du$$

where

$$x = \begin{bmatrix} u & v & \psi & \phi & \beta_c & \beta_s & \beta_d & \beta_c & \beta_s & \beta_d \end{bmatrix}^T$$

(10)

$$u = \begin{bmatrix} \theta_0 & \theta_c & \theta_s & \theta_d \end{bmatrix}$$

(11)

For hover and 20 km/h straight level flight conditions, the linearized state-space models respectively are
\[
\begin{align*}
A_h & = \\
\begin{bmatrix}
-7.9682e-4 & -1.8380e-4 & 1.9650e+0 & 2.2569e-3 & 2.6790e-4 & 5.9118e-8 & 0 & 0 & 0 & -4.1527 & -1.0958 & -7.4827e-4 & -1.3943e-6 & 2.2099e-4 & -1.5989e-3 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
B_h = \\
\begin{align*}
\begin{bmatrix}
5.5991e-7 & 3.0094e-4 & -1.6466e-4 & -2.8687e-14 \\
-3.3862e-4 & -7.8180e-5 & -3.3862e-4 & 2.0152e-4 \\
1.0796e-3 & 7.9158e-8 & -1.2773e-8 & 1.0948e-8 \\
4.5102e+0 & -3.3895e-2 & 1.4725e+2 & -6.3848e-6 \\
1.0525e-3 & 1.0957e-2 & -8.9720e-8 & -3.0451e-8 \\
2.8752e-1 & -3.8190e-3 & 2.0316e-3 & -1.2988e-1 \\
8.4184e-4 & 2.2155e+3 & 4.6513e+3 & 3.8214e+7 \\
1.8215e-1 & -5.5504e-2 & 1.5731 & -9.2324e-3 \\
4.1884e-1 & 1.6678e-2 & 4.3727e+2 & 7.8786e-12 \\
-1.5812e-2 & -8.9159e+2 & -1.5692 & -2.1295e-1 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
A_{20} = \\
\begin{align*}
\begin{bmatrix}
1.2964e-4 & 1.0271e-5 & -6.9056e-3 & -3.7289e-4 & 4.6703e-2 & 4.9579e+0 & 2.4889e+5 & 6.0430e+5 & 0 & -1.1080e+1 & -2.3233e+1 & 1.6909e+6 & 3.1813e+7 & 1.3751e+8 & 2.3799e+7 \\
-2.1950e-1 & 1.2854e-1 & -1.3799e-2 & -3.2199e+0 & 8.3814e+2 & -1.3080e+2 & 2.0085e+5 & 2.0856e+5 & 0 & 1.5159e+3 & -1.5184e+3 & 1.3818e+0 & 2.1958e+2 & -2.6813 & -1.3568e-2 \\
8.7542e-4 & -6.5356e-3 & 1.9651 & 4.3877e+2 & 5.5153e+2 & 1.8582e-6 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
1.0318e-1 & 1.9124e-1 & 0.4505e-1 & 1.3726 & -2.8193 & -1.8852e-2 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 2.6967e-3 & -6.5870e-2 & 1.1406 & 2.0319 & -8.4904 & -1.1417 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
B_{20} = \\
\begin{align*}
\begin{bmatrix}
-1.7848e-5 & 2.9734e-4 & -1.6659e-4 & 3.5522e-12 \\
3.4149e-4 & -8.6418e-5 & -3.3209e+0 & 2.9168e-4 \\
1.0553e-3 & -1.9796e-5 & -2.5397e-4 & 2.4280e-8 \\
-1.4278e+3 & -3.8296e+2 & 1.4482e-2 & -6.5638e-3 \\
3.0931e+3 & 1.9297e+3 & 3.4137e+3 & -6.9830e+10 \\
3.2444e+1 & -4.1053e+1 & 1.6472e+1 & -1.2986e-1 \\
1.5057 & 4.9124e-2 & 0.2091 & 1.0180e-7 \\
5.4973e-1 & 1.5680 & 4.9058e-2 & -9.3680e-10 \\
1.8253e-1 & -5.5504e-2 & 1.5731 & -2.324e-003 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]
Fig. 2 Flight Dynamics Modes of ZANKA-Heli-I (a) All the modes (b) Zoomed ones

Fig. 3 Flapping Modes of ZANKA-Heli-I
III. AUTOPILOT SYSTEM

For our both theoretical and practical (with real-time flight tests) studies traditional PID based hierarchical autopilot system is chosen [6], [7]. It uses three layers PID controller to accomplish waypoint navigation (Fig. 4). In Fig. 5 more detailed version of PID-based hierarchical autopilot system is given. In Fig. 6 an Ardupilot equipped UAV is given.

![Fig. 4 Hierarchical Autopilot System [6]](image)

![Fig. 5 General PID Based Autopilot Structure](image)

![Fig. 6 Autopilot Equipment of ZANKA UAV](image)

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In most overall usage PID based hierarchical autopilot system permits height, yaw angle, and velocity tracking. This autopilot system has 6 P-I-D controllers in 3 layers (outer, middle, inner). These PIDs have upper and lower bounds and satisfy trajectory tracking. If any interested autopilot user demands to use all of them, it is required to adjust 18 parameters (i.e. 6 P parameters, 6 I parameters and 6 D parameters). A cost function consisting of settling time, rise time and overshoot is respectable choice for high-performance trajectory tracking.

\[
J = T_{st} + T_{rt} + OS
\]

(16)

The control system optimization problem can be defined as:

\[
\min \{J\} \quad \text{where} \quad J = f(K_{p1}, K_{i1}, K_{d1}, K_{p2}, K_{i2}, K_{d2}, \ldots, K_{pn}, K_{in}, K_{dn})
\]

(17)

and it is function of 18 terms (18 autopilot system design parameters).

V. OPTIMIZATION METHOD

Since there is complex dependency between \(J\) (see Eq. (9)) and the constraints on the optimization variables (18 P-I-D gains), computation of cost function derivatives with respect to these parameters is not analytically possible. This advocates the claim of certain stochastic optimization techniques. In order to solve this complex problem for this paper, we choose a stochastic optimization method called as SPSA, which was successfully used in similar complex constrained optimization problems previously [8]-[10]. SPSA has many advantages w.r.t. the other current method in the literature. First of all, SPSA is low-cost since it uses only two evaluations of the objective to guess the gradient [11], [12]. Furthermore, it is also successful in solving constrained optimization problems.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

After optimizing control system in order to minimize cost optimum P, I, D values are determined. In Figs. 7 and 8 cost minimization and relative energy save are given, respectively. Around %23 of the cost is saved after optimizing autopilot system.

Success of regulated autopilot system when there is noise on the system (i.e. Gaussian white noise with spectral density of $10^{-4}$) is also investigated. In Fig. 9 the closed loop system responses when there is white noise on the system are given.
From this figure, it can be seen that when there is also noise on the system, the autopilot system is able to track reference trajectory effectively. Furthermore, other states do not experience fast and large oscillations during this pitch trajectory tracking. Final, while there is constraint on control surface (+-10 degrees for elevator), it is also feasible for desired trajectory tracking.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, autonomous performance of a small manufactured unmanned helicopter is tried to be maximized. For this reason, a small unmanned helicopter is produced in Erciyes University, Faculty of Aeronautics and Astronautics. It is named as ZANKA-Heli-I. In order to maximize performance, autopilot parameters are determined via minimizing a cost function consisting of flight performance parameters such as settling time, overshoot during trajectory tracking. For this reason, a stochastic optimization method named as simultaneous perturbation stochastic approximation is applied. Using this approach considerable autonomous performance rise (around %623) is obtained.
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